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ABSTRACT- Vegetables are either cultivated conventionallyusing a full complement of agrochemicals particularly pesticidesor with very little or none or using only organic where they aresaid to be cultivated organically. In the developed economiesthese differences are acknowledged and attract different prices.In many developing countries such as Ghana, there are no clearcut differences between organic (safe) and inorganic vegetables.One hundred and ninety four consumers from two cities in Ghanawere interviewed through structured questionnaires to ascertaintheir perceptions, purchasing behaviour and willingness to payfor safe vegetables. The results indicated that 55.2 % ofconsumers were unaware of safe/organic vegetables. Alsomajority of consumers (59.8%) purchased vegetables if theylooked fresh. The ordinary vegetable consumer could notdistinguish between safe (organic) and inorganic vegetables inthe market. An Ordered Probit Model was used to assess thefactors that would influence consumers’ willingness to payhigher prices for safe vegetables. The model showed thatlabeling, visual appearance, freshness and availability hadsignificant influences on consumers’ willingness to pay higherprices for safe vegetables. The study provided valuableinformation on consumers’ perceptions and willingness to pay ahigher price for safe vegetables.We Therefore recommend the development and implementationof segregating indicators and separate distribution channels fororganic and inorganic vegetables in Ghana.
KEYWORDS: organic, safe, labeling, freshness, ordered Probitmodel, chemical residue, conventional vegetable
INTRODUCTIONIn several African cities, about 50-90% of freshvegetables are supplied from urban and peri-urbanproduction systems (Cofie et al., 2003). Limitedavailability of refrigerated transport and coolstorage in Sub-Saharran Africa makes urban andperi-urban vegetable production particularlyimportant in the supply of fresh foods. This issimilar for most developing countries where urban

agriculture provides a critical livelihood and asource of food for low income households (Scott et
al., 2004; Drechsel et al., 2002). Urban and peri-urban agricultural activity offers jobs for the poor,especially women and is an effective way toovercome poverty (Cofie et al. 2003; Ravallion et al.,2007).  In Ghana, the production and marketing ofvegetables provides employment for many peopleespecially in the dry season (Obuobie et al., 2006). Italso makes significant contributions to livelihoodsand food security. For example, around Kumasi,more than 12,000 smallholder farmers are involvedin vegetable farming during the dry seasons(Cornish et al. 2001) and urban farmers grow 90%of the main vegetables eaten in the cities of Ghana(Danso et al., 2003). In their effort to grow a goodcrop, urban and peri-urban vegetable producersresort to various practices including the use ofinappropriate pesticides that often compromise thesafety of the produce. Consumers on the other handare increasingly becoming more and moreconcerned about the safety of the food and foodproducts that they purchase and consume.Schifferstein and Oude Ophuis (1998) reported thatthis concern goes together with their awareness ofthe relation between the production practice andquality of food products. The increased awarenessof the importance of a healthy diet and positiveperception of fruits and vegetable has contributedto increasing demand of vegetables, especially fororganic vegetables (Lambert, 2001). Wier et al.,(2003), in their study on behaviour and attitudes ofthe organic fruit consumers concluded that healthhazards were the main motivation for purchase oforganic and pesticide free fruits. Consumer
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confidence in vegetable consumption is dwindlingas many consumers become aware of the unhealthypractices employed for production of conventionalvegetables and the health risks associated with theconsumption of their products. Studies conducted inGhana (Oboubi et al., 2006), found that vegetablesproduced in and around peri-urban centers hadresidues such as chemical deposits and faecal coliforms.This study was conducted as part of a collaborativeinitiative amongst four West African countries;Ghana, Benin, Burkina Faso and Senegal.  It wasaimed at ascertaining farmers' and consumers'awareness and perceptions on production andconsumption of organic vegetables. It was alsoaimed at coaching them on how to produce and orobtain and consume safe vegetables. Much attentionwas paid to the use of chemical pesticides invegetable production and the presence of chemicalresidues on vegetables and vegetable products. Italso set out to provide data for production of safevegetables in West Africa. In doing this the studyassessed the general knowledge and perceptions ofconsumers about safe vegetables and determinedthe market potential for their production in Ghana.This paper provides information on consumers’perceptions, purchasing behaviour and willingnessto pay for safe vegetables in the cities of Kumasi andCape Coast in Ghana.
MethodologyTwo hundred consumers were interviewed usingstructured questionnaires in the capital cities of tworegions of Ghana in September 2009. The numbersof consumers interviewed were equal for the tworegions (n=100 from the Ashanti region and n=100from the Central region). These regions wereselected based on their importance in vegetables

production, their cultural diversity and the ease ofmarket accessibility. Kumasi, the capital city of theAshanti region has a semi-humid tropical climateand lies in the tropical forest zone, with an annualaverage rainfall of about 1420 mm. The rainfallpattern is bimodal with a major season fallingbetween March and July and a minor one occurringfrom September to November. On the other handCape Coast, the capital city of the Central Region lieswithin the coastal savannah zone. The rainfallpattern here is similar to that of Ashanti region.However, the zone is drier with an annual meanprecipitation of about 1250mm. The mean monthlytemperatures for both regions range from 24oC to27oC.
Data collection and analysisThe questionnaire were administered to selectedconsumers based on their’ access to markets. Thusin the two regions two centers each were selectedper region, giving a total of four centers for thestudy. Two hundred consumers were randomlyselected from all the four centers, making sure thatan average of fifty consumers were selected for eachof the centers. Six questionnaires were discardeddue to inability to complete them, leaving 194questionnaires for the analysis.The questionnaires were structured to ascertain thedegree of agreement of respondents to a particularstatement based on a 5 point scale of acceptance ofthe statement.  The responses ranged from stronglyagree (1), agree (2), somewhat agree (3), weaklyagree (4) to very weakly agree (5) based on theirperception and evaluation of the topic or issueraised. Some questions posed were designed todetermine a “yes”/ “no” or “none” response aboutthe attitude of respondents towards organicvegetables.Questionnaires were administered by face to facecontact to 200 consumers living in and aroundKumasi and Cape Coast.  The level of awareness forrisk in vegetable consumption among respondentswas determined by asking them about theirwillingness to pay higher prices for safe vegetables.Demographic variables collected includingrespondents’ age, level of education, household sizeand marital status were also collected. Data werealso collected on attributes of the vegetables such asaccessibility, freshness, colour, appearance,certification and packaging.

The Ordered Probit Model (Pindyck and Rubinfeld,1991) was used to estimate the effects of bothquantitative and qualitative variables onconsumers’ willingness to pay higher prices forsafer vegetables. The selection of the methodologywas informed by the dichotomous nature of thedependent variable (consumer willingness to pay ahigher price for organic vegetables). The model thatadequately satisfies the criterion falls within thegroup of models of qualitative choices, morespecifically the probit regression.
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Following from the work of Greene (1997), theordered probit model can be specified as builtaround a latent regression:
* *
i iy    

Where *y i is constant, β is the vector of unknownparameters and Xi is a vector of explanatoryvariables (which may be continuous or discrete)denoting attributes influencing willingness to pay ahigher price for safe vegetables in Ghana and being the independently and identically normallydistributed error term. The ordered probit modeltests the null hypothesis H0:  = 0 for everyexplanatory variable denoting that the independentvariable X does not have an effect on theexplanation of changes in the probability of y .The empirical model of the effect of explanatoryvariables on the consumer willingness to pay ahigher price for safe vegetables is specified usingthe following linear relationship:
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     Where y is the dependent variable which is thewillingness to pay higher price for safe vegetablesand it takes the value of 1 if the consumer is willingto pay and 0 if he/she is not willing to pay, 0 is theconstant, β1-β15 the coefficients, AGE of consumer inyears, Gender of consumer(dummy;1:female,0:male), EDUC formal education(dummy; 1: formal education,0: no formaleducation), HHSIZE household size and it is thenumber of members in a house that share the samefood, LEB the labeling is the classification ofvegetables (Dummy; 1:organic ,0: conventional),SIZE the  weight of the vegetables in kilogrammes,ACCESS the access of the consumer to a vegetablemarket (dummy;1:accessible,0: not accessible),AVAIL the availability of vegetables (dummy ;1:available, 0: not available), COLOR the colour of thevegetable, CERT the official recognition by aCertifying agency with its tag, PACK the packagingof the vegetable, APPAR the appearance or form ofthe vegetable, TASTE the flavor or feel of the

vegetable to the palate and  is the error term.The coefficients of the regression model wereestimated using maximum likelihood estimationtechnique.
Results
Consumers’ Demographic statusSeventy one percent of the consumers interviewedwere females and 29 % were males. Therespondents were fairly youthful, with 34.0%between the ages of 18-25years, 20.1% between theages of 36 year and 45 years, 9.8% between theages of 46 years and 55years and only 2.1%between the ages of 56 years and 65 years. Therespondents were almost equally divided in maritalstatus. While 47.4% were married, 45.9% weresingle, 5.2% were divorced and 1.5% werewidowed. Ninety three percent of the respondentshad formal education. For example while 54.6% ofthe respondents had basic level education, 20.1%had  secondary  education and 15.5% had tertiarylevel education, 2.6% had vocational education andonly 7.2% had no formal education. The averagesize of the respondents’ household was about 5 witha mean of 2 children per household.
Consumption patterns of vegetables and
frequency of purchaseIn order to ascertain consumers’ knowledge on theorganic and inorganic vegetables, respondents wereasked to indicate the either organic or conventionaltype of vegetable they regularly consumed in theirhouseholds. While 36.6% stated that they consumedorganic vegetables, 30.4% indicated that theyconsumed conventional vegetables and 33.0% couldnot determine the type of vegetables theyconsumed. (table1). Most respondents (88.7%)purchased and consumed vegetables daily (Table1). Consumers purchased vegetables from variousplaces but mostly the market (96.4%).  On thequestion of attributes used in purchasing vegetablesmajority (59.8%) used freshness as an importantattribute, 17.5% used cleanness vegetables asimportant attribute and 4.6%, 6.7%, 9.3%, and 2.1%used good taste, absence of perforations, attractivecolour and storability of vegetables respectively asimportant attributes  that affected their purchasingdecision(Table.1).
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Table 1.  Consumption patterns and frequency of purchase of vegetablesNumbers of respondents Percent of respondents
Types of vegetables consumedOrganic 71 36.6Conventional 59 30.4Don't  know 64 33.0
Frequency of consumption of vegetablesEveryday 172 88.7Once  a week 8 4.1Two  times in a week 4 2.1Three  times in a week 7 3.6Four  times in a week 3 1.5
Place of purchasing vegetablesMarket 187 96.4own farm 4 2.1farm gate 1 0.5Other (hawkers) 2 1.0
Important attributes when purchasing vegetablesFresh 116 59.8Clean 34 17.5Good taste 9 4.6Absence of perforations 13 6.7Attractive color 18 9.3Storability 4 2.1
Consumers’ awareness of pesticide use on vegetablesConsumers’ knowledge about crop managementpractices especially the use of pesticides invegetable production was tested.  The sources ofinformation of respondents with regards to safevegetables were determined. While 33%, 24.2% and8.8% mentioned television, radio and writtenjournals respectively as their sources ofinformation, twenty three percent got theirinformation from hospitals, schools and neighbours.Unfortunately, as many as 11.3% of the respondentshad no information about good and or safevegetables (Table 2). Many respondents had no ideahow vegetables were produced. Out of the 194consumers interviewed as many as 129 (66.5%)had no knowledge of any producer and only 65(33.5%) knew any producers. Majority (70.1%) ofconsumers had no knowledge of how vegetableproducers controlled vegetable pests and diseases.Twenty four percent of consumers knew farmersused chemicals to control their pests and 5.7%

knew that some farmers used organic controlmethods. The consumers who knew about themethods farmers applied to control their pests anddiseases had been associated with such producersand had witnessed some of their operations.These statistics notwithstanding, only 44.8%consumers were aware the consumption ofcontaminated vegetables caused any diseases, while55.2% were ignorant of any such risks (Table 2).Some of ignorant consumers could not understandhow vegetables could cause diseases sincevegetables supply good nutrients to the body. Thecontaminants of concern to the enlightenedconsumers were chemical residues (29.4%), wormeggs (23.2%), fungi (16.5%) and human feaces(9.8%). A good proportion of this group (21.1%)were however unable to mention any contaminantsof concern (table 2). Vegetables cultivated in urbanand peri-urban Ghana are irrigated mostly withcontaminated water. Most water bodies in and
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around urban areas are contaminated withhousehold liquid and solid waste as well as factoryand other industrial wastes. Indiscriminate use ofpesticides in the cultivation of vegetables is also ofgreat concern to consumers as most of themlamented about chemical residues.Pest control measures acceptable to consumerswere explored. Most consumers (57.2%) were ofthe opinion that appropriate use of pesticides wasnot detrimental to human well being. Others(22.7%) intimated that the adoption of goodagronomic practices in vegetable production couldkeep pests and diseases in check.  A small

proportion (3.1%) of consumers thought that theadoption of organic farming practices could avertthe development of pest and diseases on vegetables.The use of woodash according to some consumers(5.2%) prevented insects from attacking vegetablesand thus reduced their impact on vegetables. Mostof the people interviewed who had back yardgardens used wood ash to control insect pests(Table 2). About twelve percent could not suggestany option for vegetables diseases management asthey expressed complete ignorance about pestmanagement practices in vegetable production(Table2).
Table 2.  Percent of consumers on knowledge of pesticide use by farmersParameter tested Numbers of respondents Percent of respondents

Information source of safe vegetablesTelevision 64 33.0Written journal 17 8.8Radio 47 24.2Others 44 22.7Don't know 22 11.3
contaminants of concernChemical residue 57 29.4Human faeces 19 9.8Fungi on vegetables 32 16.5Worms eggs 45 23.2Don't know 41 21.1

Pests Control measures acceptable to consumersChemical control 111 57.2Good agronomic practices 44 22.7Organic manure applications 6 3.1Don't know 23 11.9
Awareness about safe vegetablesAware 87 44.8Unaware 107 55.2

Consumers purchasing behaviourThe general behaviour of consumers on purchasingvegetables was determined by the use of a five pointlevel of agreements. Whether the consumer agreedwith a statement and the level of agreement ordisagreement with the statement showed his/herbehaviour at purchasing vegetables. On thestatement ‘I always negotiate a cheaper price whenshopping for vegetables’, about 31% of theconsumers disagreed with that  while  almost 20%

weakly agreed, 12.37 fairly agreed, 22.16% agreedand 14.43% strongly agreed (Table 3). Contrary tothe popular social dictates of negotiating for pricesto be reduced, quite a sizeable proportion of theconsumer interviewed indicated that they wouldpay for vegetables at prices quoted by retailers.Quite a sizeable number of consumers (31%)indicated that they would not negotiate for acheaper price as pertains to popular view, but theywould rather pay for the price as quoted byretailers. When consumers were asked to react  to
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the statement that ‘vegetable prices normally reflectquality’, 40.20% very weakly agreed , 23.71%moderately agreed, 16.49% weakly agreed, 9.27%agreed and only 10.31% strongly agreed with thestatement (Table 3). These results suggested thatrespondents in the survey areas did not believe thatquality was necessarily reflected in price. Thus thegeneral view that the higher the price of a productthe better the quality, was found to be untrue withvegetable consumers in the study areas.

When the general price preferences of consumersfor safe vegetables were sought, most of theconsumers opted for average price for safevegetables. Many (43.3%) of consumers said theywould prefer to buy safe vegetables at an averageprice, 33% said they would want safe vegetables tobe cheap and 23.7% would  not mind a high pricefor safe vegetables (Table 3).
Table 3.  Estimated levels of consumer agreement with predetermined statements on purchasing behaviorNumber  of respondents Percent  of respondents

Always negotiate a cheap pricestrongly agree 28 14.43Agree 43 22.16moderately agree 24 12.37weakly agree 39 20.10very weakly agree 60 30.93
Compare   product prices of different sellersstrongly agree 26 13.40Agree 25 12.89moderately agree 47 24.22weakly agree 49 25.77very weakly agree 46 23.71
Vegetable  prices normally reflect qualitystrongly agree 20 10.31Agree 18 9.27moderately agree 46 23.71weakly agree 32 16.49
Find  out price differences

from different sellers
78 40.20strongly agree 37 19.07Agree 39 20.10moderately agree 54 27.84weakly agree 39 20.10very weakly agree 25 12.88

General price preference of
consumerslow price 64 33.00average price 84 43.30high price 46 23.70

In an attempt to decipher the behaviours ofconsumers to various issues relating to theirpurchasing decisions and relationships withvegetable sellers predetermined questions wereposed. When quizzed on whether they usually foundfresh vegetables with their dealers, ‘about 35%strongly agreed that their dealers usually sold them

fresh and tasty vegetables, 21.13% agreed and only8.24% very weakly agreed (Table 4). To thestatement ‘I complain to my dealer whenevervegetables taste bad’, 34.02% agreed strongly thatthey did.  Also to the question if vegetables were ofbad quality whether they changed their dealer’,31.95% strongly agreed that they would changetheir dealers if the quality of vegetables were bad.
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There was a general perception among consumersin the study that when vegetables were fresh, theywere of good quality and therefore they expectedonly fresh vegetables from their dealers.On the determination of the long term relationshipsbetween retailers and consumers  it was found that‘only 24.74% strongly agreed with the statementthey usually kept trust with their dealer and boughtvegetables regularly from the same dealer while22.68% very weakly agreed.  Indeed 26.28%strongly agreed that they personally knew their

dealers whilst 21.13% said they bought vegetablesfrom different places and thus from different sellers(Table 5). It was established during the study thatconsumers bought their vegetables from differentmarkets and so maintaining one dealer was notpractical as some dealers are only present inmarkets occasionally. In Ghana vegetables are soldeither in the market and street corners by fixedretailers or by mobile retailers (hawkers) who roamabout the community with their wares and usuallysell what vegetables are in season.
Table 4. Estimated levels of consumers agreement with predetermined statements on customer loyaltyNumber of respondents Percent of respondents

Usually  find fresh and tasty vegetables from my dealerStrongly  agree 67 34.54Agree 41 21.13Moderately agree 43 22.16Weakly  agree 27 13.92Very  weakly agree 16 8.24
Complain  to dealer when vegetables taste badStrongly  agree 66 34.02Agree 30 15.46Moderately  agree 38 19.59Weakly  agree 40 20.62Very  weakly agree 20 10.31
Change  dealer if vegetables are of poor  qualityStrongly  agree 62 31.95Agree 27 13.91Moderately  agree 58 29.89Weakly  agree 23 11.86Very  weakly agree

Buy vegetable from the same buyerStrongly AgreeAgreeModerately AgreeWeakly AgreeVery Weakly Agree
Know Seller PersonallyStrongly AgreeAgreeModearately AgreeWeakly AgreeVery Weakly Agree

Buy Vegetable from different placeStrongly agreeAgreeModerately  agreeWeakly  agreeVery weakly agree

24473339304451322645404133512346

11.8524.7417.0120.1015.4622.6826.2816.4913.423.220.6221.1317.0126.2811.8623.71
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Factors affecting willingness to pay a higher price
for safe vegetables

From table 5, the most important factors influencingthe willingness to pay a higher price for safevegetables were appearance, availability, labeling,certification and freshness.  Gender, though notsignificant had positive coefficient, indicating thatmales and females alike were more likely to payhigher prices for safe vegetables. The coefficient onformal education was positive but insignificant,indicating that literates were more likely to payhigher prices for safe vegetables. Household sizealso had positive but insignificant coefficient, alsopointing to probable effect of household size onconsumer willingness to pay a higher price for safevegetables. Labeling had positive and significantcoefficient. The consumers’ ability to categorizedifferent vegetables highly influenced theirwillingness to pay higher price for a preferredcategory. Size of vegetable showed a negative andinsignificant indicating that smallness and or

largeness of a vegetable would have no influence onthe price consumers paid. The coefficient for tastewas positive though insignificant, indicating that theflavour of a vegetable could influence thewillingness to pay a higher price for safe vegetables.Appearance and availability had positive andsignificant coefficients demonstrating that theywould very much influence the consumers’willingness to pay higher price for safe vegetables.Consumers were more willing to pay a higher priceif the visual appearance of the vegetables was goodand the vegetables were readily available.Incidentally, packaging, certification andaccessibility had no impact on the willingness to paya higher price for organic products as thecoefficients were not significant. Unsurprisingly,freshness had a positive and highly significantcoefficient showing its high influence on consumers’willingness to pay a higher price for safe vegetables.
Table 5. Probit estimations of willingness to pay higher price for safe vegetablesVariables Estimated coefficient Standard error Level of significance

Constant -3.47 -1.78 0.06Gender -0.46 0.34 0.17Age 0.86 0.089 0.33Formal education 0.024 0.29 0.934Household size 0.003 0.53 0.94Labeling 0.75** 0.34 0.02Size -0.04 0.55 0.93Taste 0.59 0.59 0.31Appearance 1.49* 0.79 0.059Accessibility -0.14 0.70 0.83Availability 1.25** 0.54 0.02Packaging 0.0231 0.06 0.955Certification -0.709 -1.29 0.196
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Colour -0.29 -0.32 0.37Freshness 0.79*** 0.29 0.012Clean 0.35 0.32 0.27Log likelihood -58.22Wald  X2 66.7Number     of observations 194***significant at 1%,  **significant at  <5%,  *significant at 5%
DiscussionMore females (71%) than males (29%) wereinterviewed in the survey due to culture inselection, purchase and preparation of vegetables inmost Ghanaian homes. Many males even thoughthey were also consumers were reluctant to beinterviewed because they felt they were notinvolved so much in the selection, purchasing andthe preparation of vegetables in their household. Inmost parts of Ghana, food preparation istraditionally an all women’s affair. Ninety threepercent of respondents had formal education eventhough many females were interviewed. GhanaHuman Development Report, (1998) and Scadding,(1989), confirmed that more women tend to havebasic education reaching up to the junior highschool level.Consumers’ ability to determine the category ofvegetables consumed was mixed. It was difficult forconsumers to tell whether they consumed organicor inorganic vegetables. Due to poor labelingculture, both organic and conventional vegetablesare mixed up in the market place. It is thereforeprobable that even those who said they consumedorganic vegetables were only speculating, with ahigh possibility that they were wrong in theirassumption (table 1). It is generally difficult inGhana to differentiate between two products of thesame variety as a result of poor labeling culture andlack of clear cut identification criteria. Also, thereare no specific designated places for the sale of thedifferent categories of vegetables. However theconsumption of vegetables is a daily affair and theyare acquired from any available sources, usuallywith high consideration for availability,convenience and price. Many of the consumersadmitted eating vegetables every day. Everyhousehold in Ghana incorporates either one local

vegetable or another or some exotic vegetables inevery meal prepared. There is hardly any foodprepared and consumed without some vegetablesbeing used. Tomatoes, peppers, onions and gardeneggs are vegetables that one cannot do without inmost locally prepared meals. These ties in with thereport of Smith and Eyzaguirre (2007) thatvegetables are part of the daily diets of mostAfricans.Consumers judged the safety of vegetables on theirappearances. They considered vegetables to be safeif they were fresh, clean and appeared pleasant tothe eye (table1). Oboubie et al. (2006), had alreadyreported that characteristics such as freshness,colour and spotless leaves were considered byconsumers in Ghana when buying vegetables.Indeed in this study, consumers only used physicalstate of vegetables to classify them as good or bad,preferring fresh looking and spotlessly cleanproduce. Appearance had a positive and significantimpact on the willingness to pay at 10% level.Consumers consider appearance when makingpurchasing decision. It is probably based on thesepreferences of consumers that producers engage invarious practices to produce vegetables that pleasethe market. Most often this involves the use ofexcessively high doses of agro-chemicals especiallypesticides which are sometimes used in cocktailswith little regard for the safety of themselves, theconsumers or even the environment (Okello andSwinton, 2010). This demand for fresh and goodlooking produce is by no means limited to theGhanaian consumer. Penau et al., (2006) andSakagami et al., (2006), pointed out that freshnesswas an important consideration in purchasingvegetables and fruits in many countries.Labeling was found to affect willingness to payhigher prices for vegetables. Respondents wanted tosee labels showing differences between
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conventional and non-conventional vegetables.Earlier consumer studies suggested similarly thattrustworthy labels guaranteeing organic productionwere very important requirements for consumersto purchase organic foods (Trijp et al., 1997;Sylvander, 1995).The lack of knowledge aboutvegetables production practices especially theamounts and types of agro-chemicals used was veryevident in this study.  More than 70% ofrespondents had no idea of how vegetables wereproduced. Yiridoe et al., (2005), saw this as acommon phenomenon as vegetables are producedfar from the sights of consumers. Consumers aretherefore biased towards farmers’ products (Jaffeand Gertler, 2006) and this might affect demand ofvegetables. Nonetheless, respondents knew aboutcontaminants such as human faeces, worm eggs,and chemical residue on vegetables (table 2). Manyvegetables are produced using water contaminatedwith such materials (Obuobie et al., 2006).Consumers behave normally in the marketenvironment. They look for fresh, clean and tastyvegetables with reasonable prices. Thompson andKidwell (1998), reported that taste, resembling thatof home-grown produce and other qualityconsiderations as important motivations for buyingorganic food. Most studies have shown that manybuyers of organically produced vegetables accept astrue that organic vegetables taste better thanconventionally produced vegetables (Fillion andArazi, 2002;  Zhao et al., 2007) though sensoryevaluation might have proven otherwise.Availability of safe vegetables affected thewillingness of consumer to pay higher prices forvegetables. The markets for organic vegetables inGhana are insufficiently developed and therefore itis expected that availability will have influence onthe willingness to pay for organic vegetables. Thisexpectation is confirmed by the results of the modelwhich indicate that a strong distribution strategyfor organic vegetables should be developed toencourage supply. Similar studies by Nouhoheflin et
al. (2004), found that availability affects willingnessto pay for organic vegetables in Ghana and Benin.
ConclusionThis study provides valuable information onconsumers’ perceptions and willingness to pay ahigher price for safe vegetables.  The ordinaryvegetable consumer could not distinguish betweensafe (organic) and inorganic vegetables in the

market. The results give impetus to thedevelopment and implementation of segregatingindicators and distribution channels betweenorganic and inorganic vegetables. This would boostconsumer confidence and facilitate the decision tochoose one or the other. In addition, availability oforganic vegetables was found to be a factor inwillingness to pay a higher price for safe vegetablesand provides an opportunity for promoting localproduction and a retail chain for organic vegetables.Even though many consumers indicated theirpreference of organic vegetables over conventionalones due to health concerns, they also consideredthe price as very important in purchasing the socalled organic vegetables. It was however not clearwhether this was anchored on the lack of pricedifferences between conventional and organicvegetables and could change if they wereconfronted with competitive prices for organicvegetables.
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